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The Elmer W. Engstrom 
Department of Engineering
and Computer Science
Class of 2014
Computer Science, Computer and Electrical Engineering
ACADEMIC CELEBRATION
Friday, May 2, 2014
1:30 p.m.
The Elmer W. Engstrom
Department of Engineering  
and Computer Science
Class of 2014
Computer Science, Computer and Electrical Engineering
ACADEMIC CELEBRATION
Processional ............................................Faculty and Graduating Class
Invocation and Welcome ....................... Samuel L. SanGregory, Ph.D.
Assistant Chair
Cardboard Canoe Challenge Video ................................. Class of 2014
Recognition of Students ...............................................................Faculty
Senior Awards ......................................... Samuel L. SanGregory, Ph.D.
 Dave Gallagher, Ph.D.
Recessional .......................................................... Graduates and Faculty
Senior Class Photograph .........................................................SSC Stairs
Reception .............................................................................. SSC Lounge
Guests are welcome to take photographs at any time during the ceremony.
THE CLASS OF 2014
Dr. Gerald Brown
 § Jacob Alan Walter  EENGR
Dr. Vicky Fang
 § Anthony J Ciccarello  CMPEG
 § Matthew Charles Reed  CMPEG
Dr. Dave Gallagher
 § Daniel Lunde Andrews  CMPSC
 § David Mitchell Birti  CMPSC
 § Jonathan Neil Kanning  CMPSC
 § John Phillip Neubecker  CMPSC
 § Timothy James Schlabach  
CMPSC
 § James Starner Vechery  CMPSC
 § Seth David Yost  CMPSC
Mr. Seth Hamman 
Dr. Clinton Kohl
 § Nathaniel Aaron Bond  CMPEG
 § Gregory George DeVos  CMPEG
 § Alexander Xavier Downey  
CMPEG
 § David Nathan Moeller   CMPEG
 § Dillon James Simmons  EENGR
Dr. Samuel SanGregory
 § Malia Beth Amling  EENGR
 § Joshua Montana Kaster  EENGR
 § Paul James Marshall  CMPEG
 § Max Anthony Muhlenkamp  
CMPEG
 § Logan  C Raymond  EENGR
 § Matthew D Schoenwald  CMPEG
 § William Alexander Scott  EENGR
 § Brennan Logan Ujcich  CMPEG
Dr. Keith Shomper
 § Jacob Philip Antoun   CMPSC
 § Scott Edward Dykstra   CMPSC
 § Alexander Carl Folkerts  CMPSC
 § Peter Daniel Rudd   CMPSC
 § Zachariah L Schneider  CMPSC
Dr. Jeff Shortt
 § Joshua Karl Fleming   EENGR
Dr. Timothy Tuinstra
 § Martin William Klein   EENGR
 § Joseph E.  Niemiec   EENGR
Dr. Tim Yao
 § Thomas Edward Humbert  
EENGR
Our Vision
We, the Elmer W. Engstrom Department of Engineering and Computer 
Science, seek to honor the Lord Jesus Christ in every endeavor and 
earnestly desire to cultivate engineers who are committed to moral 
excellence and who are exemplary in character, conduct, and skill.  
Therefore, we strive to provide an excellent educational environment 
that will nurture our students to honor the Lord in all things and 
to help them grow in spiritual maturity, wisdom, knowledge, and 
expertise for purposeful lives of service.
“Where there is no vision, the people perish.”
Proverbs 29:18a
